
High Level Design for OST I/O locks.Drokin Oleg <green@clusterfs.com>, Danilov Nikita <nikita@clusterfs.com>February 11, 20081 Functionality speci�cationLiblustre client cannot participate in the normal DLM locking protocol, becauseliblustre node can be monopolized for uninterruptible computation for an arbi-trary amount of time, and, hence, lock callbacks cannot be executed within anygiven timeout.As a result, liblustre client has to operate in the lock-less mode, in whichit doesn't cache DLM locks requiring asynchronous AST to be cancelled. ThisHLD/DLD limits itself to the data (extent) locks only. Elimination of meta-datalocks from liblustre client is covered elsewhere.Required functionality:
• client should be able to request OST to perform LDLM locking on client'sbehalf for certain READ/WRITE requests if both OST and client sup-port this functionality. That functionality is called �OST-side locking�hereinafter;
• �x OST/LDLM so that other extent locks are never granted to the liblustreclient.2 Logic speci�cationUpon receiving R/W request �agged for OST-side locking, OST should obtainappropriate lock before actually performing operation and release it after com-pletion.Glimpse handling code should be changed not to grant extent lock to theliblustre client even when the lock is uncontended.3 State managementSince data from such requests is not protected by any locks now, client must notput such data into any sort of a cache. Such conditions are met for DIRECTIOread/write requests in llite and for any �le i/o in liblustre.KMS on the client is �protected� by DLM locks in the sense that it is onlywith the help of client-held DLM lock that KMS can be used to detect shortreads (see 8 on page 3).libsysio provides asynchronous IO APIs (i{,p}{read,write}{,v}) that launchIO and return without waiting for its completion. libsysio client can poll the1



7 ALTERNATIVESstatus of asynchronous IO by iodone(), and wait for IO completion by iowait().These APIs do not interfere with OST-side locking, because data-in-transit arenot cached: they are stored in bu�ers private to the calling thread and are notvisible to other users.4 Protocol, APIs, disk formatNew �ag should be added to OST capabilities mask to show that such a featureis supported. A �ag to indicate lock-less i/o request should be added as well.Disk format is unchanged. API is unchanged.5 Scalability and performanceLock-less i/o should be a bit faster because there is no need to send RPC askingfor a lock, and then there is no need to cancel those locks.6 RecoveryNo changes to the recovery code are necessary. Recovery on liblustre clients willbe simpler for since there should not be OST locks granted to such clients atall.7 Alternatives
• Synchronous lock cancellation.As stated in the functional speci�cation the real problem lies in asyn-chronous ASTs rather than in DLM locks themselves. Instead of dele-gating locking to the OST, liblustre client can grab DLM locks as usualand synchronously cancel them at the end of the operation. This can beachived by either� explicitly calling obd_cancel_unused() at the end of llu_�le_rxw()and llu_glimpse_size(), or� setting LDLM_FL_CBPENDING bit in ldlm_cli_enqueue() for allextent locks granted to the liblustre client, or� setting LDLM_FL_CBPENDING bit on the server (in ldlm_lock_enqueue()or �lter_intent_policy()) for all extent locks granted to liblustreclient.Advantages of this approach:� much less intrusive;� changes localized to liblustre;� possible without server side modi�cations;� no new server capability bit and related interoperability problems.� no KMS problems (see 8 on the next page).2



8 CONCERNSDisadvantages:� OST-side locking might be interesting by itself, because of potentialperformance improvements;� not compatible with iread/iwrite APIs (can be worked around byforcing IO completion wait at the end of llu_�le_rwx()).8 Concerns
• Lock-less O_APPEND support may be tricky, because in-page o�set ofreal EOF may not match that of a liblustre idea of �le EOF at the timeof write since OST receives data and performs I/O in pages. Possiblesolutions:� mark O_APPEND write RPCs and do necessary re-alignment (data-copying) on the server;� O_APPEND is rare case, its e�ciency is not critical. Appendingwrites can be handled by synchronous lock cancellation mode de-scribed at 7 on the preceding page.
• KMS usage. Lustre read(2) implementation uses KMS to e�ciently detectshort reads (i.e., situation when [o�set, o�set + count) segment being readis partially outside of the �le). This code relies on the DLM lock over[o�set, o�set + count). There are two problems with that related to theOST-side locking:� short-reads can be mis-detected: liblustre client can return zeroesinstead of data just written by another client, or it can return datathat were just truncated. Race window in this case is actually prettysmall, and whole thing looks like �legal� race, possible on a local �lesystem;� traditionally incorrect KMS maintenance resulted in data corrup-tions, when client C1 didn't see data just written by client C2 (read-ing zeroes instead of them), and later used these cached zeroes during->prepare_write() stage of non-page-aligned write, thus overwritingC2 data with zeroes. This cannot happen on liblustre, because thereis no caching.
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